
 Are you struggling with AMC/PM follow-ups 
and reminders?

 Is your most of the time wasted in preparing 
the quotations?

 Are your customers unhappy for not getting 
a solution for a breakdown on time?

Introducing the Elevator Business Management Tool, a 
game-changer that automates your manual 
operations, saving over 1000s of hours of your effort and 
may boost your monthly revenue by 30–50 lacs.

ELEVATOR PLUS- TRANSFORM 
YOUR ELEVATOR 
MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE

features
Automatic Quotation

Generation

 Effortlessly generates hassle-free 
quotes within the app and your clients 
by sharing with them in just a minute.

PM/AMC Reminders

Stay ahead of maintenance schedules 
with Elevator Plus, receiving proactive 
alerts before AMC/PM expirations

AMC Reports

Elevator Plus conducts inspections and 
generates real-time reports, fostering 
transparency by sharing detailed AMC 
insights with customers instantly.

Inspection Checklist

Elevator Plus's one-click inspection 
ensures a thorough examination of lifts, 
ensuring safety and reliability.

Breakdown notifications

Elevator Plus promptly notifies your entire 
team about breakdown, detailed analytics, 
empowering data-driven decisions for 
continuous operational improvement.

Follow up with Clients

 Elevator Plus reminds your team for client 
follow-ups—stay on top of your game by 
effortlessly managing follow-up calls right 
within the app.

No more worry about losing data

Instantly generates multiple quotes.

Never miss any follow-ups or leads.

Instantly share quotes in minute.

No loss of data

Multiple quotes

Quotes in min

Enquires List

Follow-ups

Elevator Plus makes work easier, saving 
your teams 40 hours per week.

Use that time to generate an additional 
30-50 lacs in revenue per month.

Effortless Enquiry & 

Quotation Management

Manage jobs based on existing enquiries.

Efficiently assign teams for optimal job 
execution.

License Handover Certificates can be generated.

Manage payments and keep records up-to-
date.

Job Details

Manage inquiries

License certificates

Team assign

Payments & Records
Elevator Plus makes it easy to manage 100 new 
clients with the same team.

Stop worrying about managing teams and start 
thinking about the exponential growth of your 
business.

Efficient Job Management

Generate accurate AMC quotations.

Never miss a service or maintenance deadline.

Ensure comprehensive inspections.

Reports are automatically generated 
immediately

AMC quotation

Inspection checklist

AMC reminders

AMC reports

 Boost your profits by renewing AMC/PM on time 
with Elevator Plus.

Manage all your AMC/PM data within the app, 
saving loads on printing costs. No paperwork 
and saves your printing cost.

PM 
Details

Proactive Preventive 

Maintenance(AMC)

Register all Breakdowns at one place.

Instantly alerts the entire team 
with emergency pop-up.

Assign breakdowns to the nearest 
team member.

Breakdown issues & actions are built within 

the app itself.

Breakdown Management

Breakdown 
Checklist

Register breakdowns

Emergency alerts

Assign breakdowns

Breakdown reports

Happy Customers means more business 
and increased brand value.

It's a simple equation. And Elevator Plus 
helps you to achieve it effortlessly.

THANK YOU!

BOOK A DEMO TODAY

hello@elevatorplus.app

www.elevatorplus.app

+91 9175397887
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